Computed tomography assessment of pelvic osteolysis and cup-lesion interface involvement with a press-fit porous-coated acetabular cup.
We used computed tomography to investigate the 3-dimensional pattern of expansile osteolysis that occurs with a modular cementless acetabular component incorporating a central hole. We measured pelvic osteolysis volume and evaluated how much of the porous-coated surface area was involved with osteolytic defects. Among the 34 total hip arthroplasties we studied, osteolysis almost always originated from the dome hole and typically expanded inferiorly or superiorly without involving the anterior or posterior surfaces of the cup. Larger-volume lesions generally involved greater amounts of the cup surface area, but the cup-lesion interface involvement plateaued at 40% for radiographically stable cups without clinical complications. We hypothesize that the plateauing surface area involvement may explain the absence of cup loosening among these cases despite the presence of large osteolytic lesions.